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By 2030, one in three French inhabitants will be over 60 years old. It’s at the same time a major societal 

issue to ensure the ageing well of our elders and an economic opportunity to develop a range of new 

products and services. 

« En Mode Senior » is the first international event responding to this contemporary challenge. Exclusively 

focused on « Smart City, Smart Home, Smart Life », it will take place in the new Angers’ Congress Centre, 

from the 1st to the 4th October 2019. 

This event is supported by Destination Angers and the CENTICH, co-organized with ALDEV, Solutions&Co, 

the Gérontopôle, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the CNFPT and with the support of Angers’ City, 

Angers Loire Métropole, the Conseil Départemental de Maine-et-Loire and of the Région des Pays de la Loire. 

The Silver Economy is a priority project in the Loire region. All the players find themselves around great shared 

ambitions and innovations in favour of seniors. 

This hybrid event whose leitmotiv is « Inspirations, solutions, business » aims to respond to the challenges 

related to territories as well as to the ageing population, to encourage population and to reduce the loss of autonomy.  

SILVER ECONOMY’S ECOSYSTEM IN PAYS DE LA LOIRE 

For the Région des Pays de la Loire, the Silver Economy is a priority market with: 

• Market structuring and business support ;

• Support for the territories to enhance the reception of their ;

• Applied research and innovation ;

• Training in the field of personal assistance

The regional territory is already at the cutting edge regarding research and innovations: the CENTICH
and the centre of law vision of the mutuality Anjou Mayenne are clear examples of this . The CCI, the
Gérontopôle, network of the « Ageing well » players in Pays de la Loire, and the Living Lab of the CHU
d’Angers allows to display a regional know-how in terms of health, gerontologic and technologic services.
The presence of major players in the housing, personal services and digital sectors, as well as the involvement
of local authorities, particularly the Maine-et-Loire department and the CCAS of Angers, make the Pays dela
Loire a real laboratory in terms of social innovation.

ANGERS THE SMART SILVER CITY OF TOMORROW

Rich in solid collaborations between players in the fields of ageing health, IOT and Silver Economy, Angers

aims, within 10 years to build the Smart Silver City of tomorrow: a true model of a « High Human and Urban

Quality » living space that is accessible, inclusive and attractive, respectful and rich of its seniors. Angers offers

a quality of life that is regularly distinguished in the rankings, combining lifestyle and economic dynamism. It

has been elected as the 1st city where it feels good to live in 2018.

In an environment where innovation, artificial intelligence and data take more and more place in our daily 
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life, « En Mode Senior » wants to address the issue of ageing in a transversal way, whether in an urban or 

rural environment, by including the various actors in the sector (users, caregivers, political and economic 

players) and by placing social link and ethical questions at the heart of the debate.  

With this original positioning « En Mode Senior » is above all a disruptive event, with a regional, national 

and international ambition. It addresses to all sectors impacted by the Silver Economy whether in health, 

autonomy, personal services, housing, urban planning, mobility, leisure, food or training… 

1st October 2019 – La Rentrée des Solidarités is organized by the CCAS d’Angers on the thematic « When I’m 
Senior ».This day, open to the general public and with a free access, is structured around conferences and round 
tables with experts and sociologists, addressing intergenerational transmission, ageing but also shows and 
animations to exchange and share together. As every year, the Social Innovation Price will go to the winning 
associations, universities, social and solidarity-based companies. In closing, a ball will gather all the participants, 
for a festive and friendly moment. 

2nd October 2019 – In opening of this first edition, political decision-makers and local and regional authorities 

will share their experiences during the Policy Forum, opened to everyone. A unique opportunity for the 

different players to exchange and expose good practices whether on a local or international level. 

2/3 October 2019 – The international scientific congress will focus in particular on the theme of artificial 

intelligence and its use in the senior service. These two days will also aim to identify opportunities and 

innovations in the sector. 

1/3 October 2019 – On the  2000m² exhibition, area Silver Economy in Pays de la Loire’s booths, a 

national and international offer, an Innovation Lab with activities and a Strat-Up Camp. 

4th October 2019 – The learning expeditions: 4 routes to discover innovative achievements of Silver 

Economy in Pays de la Loire (visit of the Allegro room, at the CHU d’Angers ; Ephad des Noisetiers, the 1er  

connected  ephad of France ; Habit’âge à Fontaine Guerin…). 
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The event is structured around five key moments: 

• « La Rentrée des solidarités » organized by the CCAS  of Angers and targeted to the general

public on the thematic «When I’m senior » - Free entrance

• The Policy Forum, with a national scope

• The scientific congress, with recognized speakers in the different impacted sectors

• An exhibition and a space dedicated to innovation with an Experience Lab and a Start-Up

Camp

• The learning expeditions: 4 routes of visits in Pays de la Loire
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